
 

 

 

WHAT IS INTERCLUB? 

 
FORMAT:  TEAM BEST BALL MATCH PLAY 

 

Two members of our team (Cordova Bay) play with and against two members from an opposing 
club “as a team”.  The best “net” score of the team is used for each hole to determine who gets 
points: 

 

There are 18 pointes to be won (one per hole) 

 If you win the hole – 1 point 
 If you tie the hole – 1/2 point 
 If you lose the hole – 0 points 

 

Strokes are given based on the lowest handicap in the foursome, for example: 

 If the lowest handicap is 15 and you are an 18, then you will be given 3 strokes 
 These strokes are taken on the three most difficult holes (see scorecard) 

 

All team scores are tallied up at the end of each game.  The Club with the most points after two 
matches have been played (home and away) wins the Interclub Match. 

For Saturday Interclub all points won in the 3 matches played during the season are totalled and a 
trophy is awarded to the winning Club at the Windup Tournament. 

Tuesday Interclub is a match played against the opposing team and there are individual trophies 
between some of the clubs. 

 

 

 
  



               INTERCLUB TEAM MATCH PLAY   
 
PACE OF PLAY for Cordova Bay is 4 hours and 15 minutes.   Make sure you are keeping up to the 
team in front of you.   This is a fun competition, and should not impact pace of play.  
When playing an Interclub match, you should be playing only by match play rules – for example,  
pick up if the hole has been conceded.  DO NOT slow pace of play in order to compete for Ladies 
Day competitions (stroke play).    
 
Wear your Cordova Bay shirt/jacket (if you have one) 
 
BEST HOLE TEAM MATCH PLAY FORMAT  
This format is a fun event. Two of our members play as a team with two members from an opposing club “as a team,” 
and the best net score of the team is used for each hole.  

 There are 18 points to be won – 1 point for each hole 
 If you tie the hole, you receive ½ point 
 If you lose the hole, you receive 0 points 

Strokes are given based on the “lowest handicapper in the foursome.” For example: 
 Opposing team has handicaps of 15 and 18 
 Our team has handicaps of 20 and 22 
 Strokes will be determined based on the team player with the 15 handicap 

o HCP 15 will play to “scratch” or get 0 strokes 
o HCP 18 will get 3 strokes 
o HCP 20 will get 5 strokes 
o HCP 22 will get 7 strokes 

 
 Score cards are made up for each of the teams, and will be ready for you at the start of the game. Typically 

factors/handicaps are checked 3-4 days prior to the match.   
 Verify hole scores with the opposing team at the completion of each hole.  You will keep your score as well as 

that of the opposing team, noting who won/lost the hole or if it was halved. 
 All 18 holes are played, even if the result of the match has been determined.  Every point counts! 

TEAM PLAY ETIQUETTE 

On the Course 
Host Team Members should act as course guides by:  
 Advising of hidden hazards 
 Identifying yardage markers 
 Advising re. local rules such as in-bounds, out-of-bounds 
 Showing which side of the green to park carts for expeditious departure to next hole, etc.   

Visiting Team Members should  

 Keep questions to a minimum 
 Ask your partner first – she may know the answer 
 You should treat the host course as if it were your own 

 
 
 



 
During Play 
 Opposing team has the honors on the first tee 
 All members of the foursome should spot the ball 
 Teams cannot play out of order BUT Teammates can.  In fact by playing out of order you can help your  
Teammate read the green  
 Furthest ball from hole is always to be played first except on the green, where the team furthest away decides 
which member will putt first 
 Partners can assist Team Members in selecting clubs, shot planning, course management and putting, 
however, must not leave anything to identify line  

 

PUTTING 
 Do not interfere with opponent’s putt 
 No talking or whispering  while a putt is being made 
 Position yourself where your opponent cannot see or hear you 
 No continuous putting unless invited to do so by opponent 
 Putts and hole can be conceded (e.g. two shots out-of-bounds on par 3 with opponents on green.) 

 

CONCESSIONS 
 You may concede your opponent’s next stroke, a hole or the match, but a concession is only made when it is 

clearly communicated. 
 A concession is final – you cannot withdraw it once made and your opponent cannot decline the concession. 
 A hole is conceded when it is clear you or your partner cannot win or halve the hole.   

PENALTIES 
 In match play, a general penalty results in loss of hole, not a two-stroke penalty as it would in stroke play. 

Examples of a general penalty include: 
- Playing the wrong ball 
- Having more than 14 clubs in your bag 
- Playing from outside the teeing area 

    

After the Round 

 The home team typically buys drinks for the visiting team 
 The Captain of each team collects the score cards, reviews the total score together, and announces the results  
 The CB Captain completes the scoring sheet, and after completion of the second round, returns the sheet to 

the Interclub Organizer (usually the CB Ladies Vice Captain) 

 

POSTING SCORES 

According to CLGA rules, we must always post our score, even when playing a team event.   

When a player’s ball is not in contention, she should pick up in order not to delay the game. For unfinished holes and 
conceded strokes,  

 record the score you most likely would have made, e.g. 65 ft. putt and you usually make a 65 ft. putt, add 1 
stroke to your score. Most mortals would add 2 strokes.  Record to the maximum you would take for your 
handicap. 
 

Remember…don’t give up! Don’t give up if you have lost the match because every ½ point counts. The opposing team 
often relaxes when they have won and it’s a good opportunity to sneak a few points back! 

 

ENJOY YOURSELF! 


